
 Improves Safety & Productivity While Reducing 
Costs by Providing Protection From Inclement 
Weather, Dirt & Insects While Saving Energy  

 High-Tear Abrasion Resistant Vinyl Header Bag 
Fabric With Double Lock Stitching 

 Unique Retraction System Quickly Deflates & 
Returns Unit to Stored Position   

 On/Off Switch With Pilot Light 
 Galvanized Mounting Hardware  
 Motor/Blower Mounted in Header   
 Kiln Dried Pressure Treated Superior Grade 

Backing & Head Frame Lumber   
 99 % Memory Foam Core Side Frame Prevents 

Damage From Off Center Trailers 
 Side Curtains Inserted With Stays & Foam Bead 

on Inside Edge to Conform & Retain a Tight 
Seal Against Trailer Sides 

 24” High Yellow Guide Stripes on Bottom of 
Pads for Accurate Truck Positioning 
 Bottom Corner Draft Pads  
 Most Suitable for Door Openings Up To 10 

Feet Wide x 10 Feet High    

FEATURE SUMMARY  SERIES FFI-750  

 

DESCRIPTION 
The FFI-750 Series of foam side inflatable header dock shelters provide the ultimate protection for personnel and cargo while 
loading and off loading trailers. The inflated head seal pushes tight against the top of the trailer and the vertical curtains push 
on the sides of the trailer to help keep out inclement weather, dust and insects creating a more productive and safer 
environment while saving energy costs and increasing security.  
 

OPERATION 
Once the trailer is positioned against the bumpers for loading, the operator switches the control button to start the blower that 
in turn inflates the header bag assembly creating a tight seal while allowing clear access into the trailer. The blower runs 
continuous as long as the loading or off loading is being carried out. When loading is complete, the operator turns off the switch 
and the header bag automatically retracts away from the trailer.     
 

CONSTRUCTION 
The header bag is constructed from flexible and UV resistant High-Tear vinyl fabric, double lock stitched and attached to the 
pressure treated lumber or optional steel framing. The 1/2 HP 115 volt or optional 230 volt motor/blower is integral mounted 
within the head frame. The on/off switch is mounted to the interior wall and equipped with a power on pilot light. A torsion 
spring retraction system is mounted within the head frame. Each unit shall consist of (2) two fabric covered foam side pads 
constructed with 99% compression recovery polyurethane foam core continuously bonded to pressure treated superior backing 
lumber and fully wrapped with the base fabric. The front side curtains to have sewn in stays to keep a tight seal against the 
sides of the trailer and yellow guide stripes to aid in positioning. Corner bottom pads seal the bottom side sections. All 
mounting hardware is galvanized steel.    
 

SIDE CURTAIN FABRIC OPTIONS:           ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT OPTIONS:    
22 oz. & 40 oz. Vinyl              Dock Levelers      
40 oz. Hypalon               Vehicle Restraints   
50oz. WT-90 WEARTOUGH             Loading Dock Lights           
 

SHELTER OPTIONS: 
Terminator Trailer Door Seal 
Full Height Yellow Guide Stripes 
Tapered Sides for Decline/Incline Approach 
Steel Head Frame or Backer 

* Nordock Inc. reserves the right to 
make changes to specifications 
without notice or obligation. 

Nordock products are covered by various 
U.S. and foreign patents & applications. 

  
 

 

WEARTOUGH FOAM SIDE  
INFLATABLE DOCK SHELTERS 


